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Linear semi-infinite programming deals with the optimization of linear function-
als on finite-dimensional spaces under infinitely many linear constraints. For such
kind of programs, a positive duality gap can occur between them and their
corresponding dual problems, which are linear programs posed on infinite-dimen-
sional spaces. This paper exploits some recent existence theorems for systems of
linear inequalities in order to obtain a complete classification of linear semi-in-
finite programming problems from the point of view of the duality gap and the
viability of the discretization numerical approach. The elimination of the duality
gap is also discussed. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .A primal linear semi-infinite programming LSIP problem consists of the
minimization of a given linear function on the solution set, F ; R n, of a
 X 4system of infinitely many inequalities, s s a x G b , t g T . Obviously, Ft t
 .maybe empty is a closed convex set from which only a linear representa-
tion, s , is assumed to be known. In this paper, we consider the objective
coefficients vector, c g R n, as a parameter, so that we shall analyze the
existing relationships between the primal problem
P c : Inf c9x , s.t. aX x G b for all t g T , . t t
 .and its Haar's dual problem
D c : Sup c l [ l b , s.t. l a s c, .  .  t t t t
tgT tgT
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where the variable l ranges in the positive cone, RT ., of the so-calledq
space of generalized finite sequences, RT .; that is, l g RT . is a function on
T which vanishes everywhere except at the points of a finite subset of T ,
called supporting set of l, and that we denote by supp l. The null element
T .  . T .in R will be represented by 0 . A possibly empty set G ; R isT
< <uniformly bounded if there exists k ) 0 such that g F k for all g g Gt
 5 5 T ..that is, if G is bounded for the Chebyshev norm ? in R . The`
 .  .feasible set of D c will be denoted by L c .
n w xWe shall consider the primal optimal ¨alue function q : R ª y`, q` ,
n  .  .which assigns to every c g R the value of P c q` when F s B .
D Similarly, the dual optimal ¨alue function will be denoted by q y` if
 . .L c s B . As a straightforward consequence of the weak duality theorem,
 .  . D . the duality gap at c, d c [ q c y q c 0, by convention, if both
.problems have the same value "` , is either a nonnegative real number or
 .  .q`. The sets of optimal solutions of P c and D c will be represented by
 .  .  .F* c and L* c , respectively. A program is consistent sol¨ able when its
 .feasible set optimal solutions set is nonempty. The relationship between
pairs of LSIP dual programs is complex in comparison with linear pro-
 .gramming LP ; for example, both problems may be unsolvable eve when
w xthey have finite values. Even more, Gustafson, Kortanek, and Rom 19
showed that 11 states are possible out of 121 conceivable.
One of the most efficient numerical approaches to LSIP problems is
based upon the discretization of the index set; that is, solving sequences of
LP auxiliary problems. The possibility of such a numerical treatment for
 .  .P c is closely related to the value of d c . Thus, the first purpose of this
paper will be to complete the available classification criteria for LSIP
primal problems, from the discretization and duality gaps angles, in terms
of the position of c regarding certain convex cones that we shall associate
with s . This will be done in Section 3. This main result is a promised
application of some recent existence theorems for ordinary and extended
w xsolutions of linear inequality systems published in this Journal 17 .
Section 4 analyzes a class of consistent systems which provide zero
duality gap whichever objective vector c has been taken in R n. The
possibility of replacing the given linear representation of F with a system
belonging to this class is also discussed.
Finally, Section 5 combines results from the previous sections in order to
survey the strategies that have been proposed for removing the occasional
 .positive duality gap between dual programs. In fact, there are two ways to
 .fill the duality gap: to enlarge the set of feasible solutions of P c or,
alternatively, to improve the quality of the given linear representation of
F, s , through the aggregation of consequence relations. These two ap-
proaches are combined in order to associate with s pairs of parameter-
 n.ized coupled problems problems depending on c g R whose values
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coincide unless both problems are inconsistent. Moreover, when both
problems are consistent, then at least one of them is solvable. This
desirable property of the mentioned pairs of parameterized problems is
called uniform duality.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Given a set X / B in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space, with norm
5 5? , we shall denote by dim X, conv X, cone X, cl X, bd X, int X, rbd X,
and rint X the dimension, the convex hull, the conical convex hull, the
closure, the boundary, the interior, the relative boundary, and the relative
interior of X, respectively. If X is a convex set, 0qX represents the
recession cone of X also in an infinite dimensional space. If X is a convex
cone, X 0 denotes its positive polar.
 X 4This section reviews some relevant properties of s s a x G b , t g Tt t
which will be used later on. Most of them are registered in four associated
convex cones, namely,
 4the first moment cone: M s cone a , t g T ,t
at . 4the second moment cone: N s cone , t g T ,bt
0n .4the characteristic cone: K s N q cone ,y1
the cone of ascent rays, A: a g A ; R n if, for every b g R, there
exists a finite set S ; T such that a9x G b for all x solution of the
 X 4subsystem a x G b , t g S .t t
w x w x w xIn fact, Fan 10 , Zhu 27 , and Blair 2 proved that the consistency of s
0 0n n .  .is equivalent to each of the following statements: f cl N, f cl K,1 1
and A s B. We shall also use the following result, which provides new
consistency conditions.
THEOREM 2.1. Gi¨ en an LSIS s , the following conditions are equi¨ alent
to each other:
 .i s is consistent;
 .ii there exists a compact set which has nonempty intersection with the
solution set of e¨ery finite subsystem of s ;
 .iii any countable subsystem of s is consistent.
 .  .  .  .Proof. We shall show that i « ii « iii « i .
 .  .  4i « ii : If x g F, the singleton set x satisfies the required condi-
tion.
 .  . nii « iii : Let X ; R be a compact set containing a solution for
 X 4every finite subsystem of s , and let s s a x G b , r s 1, 2, . . . , withÄ t tr r
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 4t ; T , an arbitrary countable subsystem. By hypothesis, for all naturalr
number k, there exists x k g X satisfying aX x k G b , r s 1, . . . , k. Sincet tr r
 k4x ; X, this sequence has an adherent point which actually is a solution
of s .Ä
0n .  .  .iii « i : Assuming the contrary, since g cl N, there exists a se-1
T . r r a0 tn 4  .  .quence in R , l , such that s lim  l . Then, the countablebq r t g T t1 t
X ` r  .4  .system a x G b , t g D supp l is inconsistent, contradicting iii .t t rs1
 4 n XA net x : d g D , in R , such that lim inf a x G b for all t g T , isd d t d t
called an asymptotic solution to s . Obviously, if x is an ordinary solution
to s , the constant net x s x for all d g D is an asymptotic solution to s .d
w xIn 17 , it is shown that the asymptotic solutions are nothing else than the
w x well-known weak solutions 21 the same term was used by Jeroslow and
w x .Kortanek 22 for the asymptotic solutions which are sequences . A vector
 .   .  ..  w x.nof polynoms p y [ p y , . . . , p y 9 g R y is called a polynomial1 n
X  . n  .  .solution to s if a p y [  a t p y G b for all t g T , in the senset is1 i i t
w xof the lexicographic ordering on R y , whose positive cone is formed by the
nonnegative scalars and the nonconstant polynoms whose greatest degree
term has positive coefficient. A significant existence theorem establishes
that s has sequential asymptotic solutions if, and only if, it has polynomial
w xsolutions 22, Theorem 2 .
In order to complete the existing duality theory for LSIP problems, it is
convenient to distinguish two different kinds of inconsistent systems. An
inconsistent system s is called asymptotically inconsistent if there exists at
least one asymptotic solution. Otherwise, s is said to be strongly inconsis-
tent. The asymptotically inconsistent systems are those inconsistent systems
such that every finite subsystem is inconsistent. Three other conditions
characterizing this class of systems in terms of their respective associated
0 0n n .  .  .  .cones are useful: g cl N _ N, g cl K _ K, and rint M ; A m M1 1
 w x.see 17 . Consequently, s comes to be strongly inconsistent if, and only
0 0n n .   . .if, g N or, equivalently, g K .1 1
 .The following existence theorem the so-called extended Farkas Lemma ,
w xdue to Zhu 27 , establishes an outstanding property of s , provided that it
X a 4  .is consistent: a x G b , t g T ; a9x - b is consistent if, and only if, ft t b
cl K. In other words, a9x G b is a consequence of the consistent system s
a .if, and only if, g cl K. The Farkas Lemma implies that two given linearb
systems, s and s , represent the same nonempty closed convex set if, and1 2
only if, their characteristic cones, say K and K , have the same closure;1 2
that is, cl K s cl K .1 2
The four cones associated with s not only provide interesting informa-
 w x.tion on F see 15 , but they are also very informative regarding its
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  .  .4corresponding dual pair P c , D c . In fact, it has been proved that q is
w xconcave and its hypograph is cl K 16, Theorem 2.1 . Thus,
cq c s sup a g R g cl K , 1 .  . 5 /a
 .with sup B s y`. On the other hand, from the definition of D c , we
have
atcDq c s sup a g R s l .  t / 5a  /bttgT
cs sup a g R g N 5 /a
cs sup a g R g K . 2 . 5 /a
Obviously, the effective domain of q D is M, whereas the corresponding
to q lies between M and cl M.
3. DUALITY GAP AND DISCRETIZATION
 .  .The nonnecessarily consistent problem P c is said to be discretizable
if there exists a sequence of finite subproblems
P c : Inf c9x .k
s.t. aX x G b , t g T ,t t k
T being a finite subset of T , for k s 1, 2, . . . , and such that their optimalk
values satisfy
q c s lim q c , .  .k
k
 .  .where q c denotes the optimal value of the LP problem P c .k k
 .When P c is not discretizable, it may be still possible to approximate
 .q c by solving a sequence of LP problems, all of them obtained from
 .subproblems as P c above by means of two alternative modifications:k
through a sufficiently small perturbation of the objective function, or
intersecting its feasible set with a sufficiently large polytope the solution
set of the box constraints which are aggregated to the given constraints
.systems in most computational works .
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 . nWe say that P c is weakly discretizable if d g R exists such that the
 . x xperturbed problem P c q a d is discretizable for a g 0, a , with a ) 0,0 0
and
q c s lim q c q a d . .  .
ao0
 .P c is called regularizable if there exists a polytope C, with 0 g int C,n
and a certain r ) 0, such that the LSIP problem0
P c, r : Inf c9x .
s.t. aX x G b , t g T ,t t
x g rC ,
is discretizable for all r ) r , whichever finite linear representation of rC0
we take, at the same time that
q c s lim q c, r . .  .
rªq`
 . If P c is weakly discretizable for the vector d regularizable for the
.  .  .polytope C and lim a s 0 lim r s ` , a ) 0 r ) r , k sk k k k k k 0
 41, 2, . . . , there will exist a sequence T of finite subsets of T such thatk
 .  .   .  . .lim q c q a d s q c lim q c, r s q c , respectively . In otherk k k k k k
 .words, q c can be approximated, in both cases, through a diagonal
process, involving modified finite subproblems.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Any LSIP problem P c is regularizable. Moreo¨er, it is
 .discretizable if , and only if , either d c s 0 or its constraints system s is
 .strongly inconsistent. In fact, P c can be classified into one of the following
fi¨ e cases:
 .  .i If s is consistent and c g rbd M, then P c is weakly discretizable.
Moreo¨er, if
 4  4c = R l cl K s cl c = R l K , 3 . .  ..
 .  .then P c is discretizable and d c s 0, and con¨ersely;
 .  .ii If s is consistent and c f rbd M, then P c is discretizable and
 .d c s 0;
 .  .iii If s is asymptotically inconsistent and c g A, then P c is dis-
 .cretizable and d c s 0;
 .  .iv If s is asymptotically inconsistent and c f A, then P c is not
 .  .discretizable and d c s q`. Moreo¨er, P c is weakly discretizable if , and
only if , c g cl M;
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 .  .v If s is strongly inconsistent, then P c is discretizable. Moreo¨er,
 .d c s 0 if , and only if , c g M.
Proof. First, we shall discuss the five mutually exclusive cases in the
statement from the point of view of the duality gap and its occasional
 .  .maybe weak discretizability. Then we shall prove that P c is regulariz-
able in either case.
 .  .i It has been proved that a consistent problem P c is discretizable if
 . w x  .and only if d c s 0 14, Lemma 2.1 and that P c is at least weakly
w  .xdiscretizable provided that c g rbd M 14, Theorem 2.5 ii . Since we are
 .assuming both conditions s consistent and c g rbd M , it remains to be
 .  .proved that d c s 0 is equivalent to 3 . Two subcases will be considered.
 .  .  .If c g M, D c is also consistent and both problems, P c and D c , will
 .have finite value by the weak duality theorem. Then, according to 1 and
 .  .  . D .  .2 , 3 is equivalent to q c s q c or, in other words, to d c s 0.
 . D .Alternatively, if c f M, D c is inconsistent and, since q c s y` by
 .  .convention, d c s 0 if and only if q c s y`. The last condition is itself
equivalent to assert that no inequality of the form c9x G a , a g R, is a
c . 4consequence of s , and this is true if and only if , a g R l cl K s B.a
c . 4Accordingly, and since c f M implies , a g R l K s f, we realizea
 .that d c s 0 if, and only if,
c ccl , a g R l K s , a g R l cl K s B, 5  5 /  / /a a
 .which is equivalent to 3 .
 .ii Assume that s is consistent and c f rbd M. We must prove that
 .d c s 0. This is true when c g rint M, according to the duality theorem
w x  .of Rubinstein 26 . Alternatively, if c f cl M, then q c s y` because of
 .  .  .1 . Hence D c is inconsistent and d c s 0.
 .iii Now we suppose that s is asymptotically inconsistent and c g A.
Since c is an ascent ray, for each k g N there will exist a finite subset
T ; T such that c9x G k is a consequent relation of the consistentk
 X 4  .subsystem s [ a x G b , t g T . If P c is defined as the subproblemk t t k k
 .  .whose constraints system is s , one gets q c G k and lim q c sk k k k
 .  .q` s q c ; that is, P c is discretizable.
On the other hand, applying Farkas' Lemma to s , for k s 1, 2, . . . , wek
have
a 0tc ng cone , t g T ; ; K ,k /  5 / /k b y1t
 . D .  .  .so that, by 2 , q c s q` s q c . Hence d c s 0.
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 .iv Assume that s is asymptotically inconsistent and c f A. Then
there exists m g R such that c9x G m is a consequence of no finite
subsystem of s , all these subsystems being consistent. This means that the
 .  .value of every finite subproblem of P c is less than m, whereas q c s
 .  .q`; that is, P c is not discretizable. Concerning d c , if c f M, we have
 .  . D .  .d c s q c y q c s q` y y` s q`. Otherwise, if c g M, for the
above scalar m, since c9x G m is not a consequence of any finite subsystem
c D .  .  .  .of s , it must be f K and, again by 2 , q c F m, implying d c Gm
 .q` y m s q`. Thus, d c s q` in both cases.
 .Now we discuss the weak discretizability of P c depending on the
position of c regarding cl M.
If c g cl M, taking an arbitrary a g rint M and defining d s a y c, the
x xaccessibility lemma guarantees that c q a d g rint M, for a g 0, 1 . Since
 .s is asymptotically inconsistent, rint M ; A and, so, P c q a d is in case
 . x x  .  .iii for all a g 0, 1 . Hence P c q a d is discretizable, whereas q c s
 . x x  .q c q a d s q` for all a g 0, 1 , so that P c is weakly discretizable.
5 1 5If, alternatively, c f cl M, there exists « ) 0 such that c y c - «
implies c1 f M and, so, c1 f A. Consequently, there will exist a g R1
 1.such that c 9x G a is not a consequence of any finite subsystem of s .1
Thus, whichever sequence of finite subsets, T , we take in T , we shall getk
 1.  1.  1.q c - a and lim sup q c F a . Hence, P c is not discretizablek 1 k k 1
1  .for every c g c q « B and, so, P c fails to be weakly discretizable.
 .v Now we assume that s is strongly inconsistent. Then there exists a
 X 4finite subset S ; T such that the subsystem a x G b , t g S is inconsis-t t
 .  .tent. If we define T s S, k s 1, 2, . . . , we have q c s q` s q c , andk k
 .  .P c is trivially discretizable, whichever c we take. Concerning d c , we
shall discuss two possible cases.
0n .  .  .If c g M, D c is consistent and we shall pick l g L c . Since g N,1
we can write, for every m G 0,
c c 0ns q m g N q N s N ,l b q m l b t t t t  /1 0  0tgT tgT
 . D .  .and 2 yields q c s q`, which implies d c s 0.
 . D .Alternatively, if c f M, D c is inconsistent and, therefore, q c s
 .  .  .y`. Thus, d c s q` y y` s q`.
 .Finally, we shall prove that P c is always regularizable, independently
of the polytope C, selected as neighborhood of 0 . Two cases will ben
discussed.
 r4  .First, assume that s is consistent. Let x ; F such that q c s
r  .lim c9x maybe y` . Consider, for each r g N, a positive scalar r suchr r
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r  4that x g r C, and we can suppose without loss of generality that r isr r
 . r  .nondecreasing. Obviously, q c, r F c9x , for all r g N. Since q c, r isr
x w  .  .nonincreasing with respect to r g 0, q` , and q c F q c, r , for all
r ) 0, we can write
q c s lim c9x r G lim q c, r G lim q c, r G q c ; .  .  .  .r
r r rªq`
 .  .  .that is, lim q c, r s q c . Finally, we shall prove that P c, r isr ªq`
 .discretizable for all r ) r ) 0, with F l r C / B. In fact, if s is a1 0 0 1
 .linear representation of the feasible set of P c, r , and we denote by F1 1
and M the solution set and the first moment cone of s , the boundedness1 1
 .0 q  4 nof F implies M s 0 F s 0 , and cl M s M s R . Hence, since1 1 1 n 1 1
 .  .P c, r is in case ii , we can conclude that it is discretizable.1
 .Now assume that s is inconsistent. Then P c, r is also inconsistent, for
 .  .all r ) 0, and q c s q` s q c, r . On the other side, there exists a
 X 4finite subset of T , S, such that a x G b , t g S has no solution in rCt t
 .  .recall Theorem 2.1 . Taking T s S, k s 1, 2, . . . , and since P c, r isk k
 .  .  .inconsistent, q c, r s q` s q c, r , so that P c, r is trivially discretiz-k
 .able, and P c is regularizable.
COROLLARY 3.1. A gi¨ en system s is strongly inconsistent if , and only if ,
  .  .4there are two possible states for its corresponding dual pair P c , D c , when
c ranges in R n:
 .  .  .S1 P c and D c are both inconsistent;
 .  .  .S2 P c is inconsistent and D c has infinite ¨alue.
Proof. The direct statement is a straightforward consequence of Theo-
 .  .  .rem 3.1 v , S1 and S2 corresponding to the cases c f M and c g M,
respectively.
0n .Conversely, if s is asymptotically inconsistent, since f K and1
 . D .  .  .0 g K, 2 yields 0 F q 0 F 1 and, so, neither S1 nor S2 is thenq1 n
  .  .4state of P 0 , D 0 .n n
  . 2EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the system s s t x q 1 y t x G t y t ,1 2
x w4t g 0, 1 , whose feasible set, F, is the intersection of the epigraphs of a
continuum of linear functions with negative slope. Since n s 2, F can be
identified from the envelope of a bunch of lines, in this case the astroid's
 .1r2  .1r2arc x q x s 1, x ) 0, x ) 0. Hence, F is the epigraph of the1 2 1 2
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convex function
q`, x - 0,¡ 1
1r2~f x s . 1 q x y 2 x , 0 F x F 1, .1 1 1¢0, 1 - x .1
Now let us consider the corresponding parameterized pair of programs.
 . 2  .  4L c is uniformly bounded by c q c , for all c g R and, so, L 0 s 01 2 2 T
 . 2and L* c is uniformly bounded too for all c g R . The following cases are
possible, depending on the position of c with respect to M:
 . D .  .y1  .If c g int M, q c s q c s c c c q c and F* c is a singleton.1 2 1 2
 . D .   . .  .If c s 0 , q c s q c s 0 because 3 holds and F* c s F.2
 .  4 D .  .  .If c g bd M _ 0 , q c s y` - 0 s q c , so that d c s q`,2
 .  .and F* c is a half-line. Actually, P c is weakly discretizable for d s
 .  .1, 1 9, but it is not discretizable all its finite subproblems have value y` .
 . D .  .Finally, if c f cl M, q c s q c s y` and F* c s B.
Remark 3.1. The concepts of weakly discretizable and regularizable
w x w xproblems come from Karney 23 and Astaf 'ev 1 , respectively. In the last
work it is proved that every consistent LSIP problem with countable many
constraints is regularizable. We have shown that this is still true for
arbitrary problems, including the inconsistent ones. Other references re-
lated with discretizability have been mentioned along the proof of Theo-
w xrem 3.1. The duality theorem proved by Rubinstein 26 asserts that, for a
 .consistent problem, c g rint M guarantees the solvability of P c , as well
 .as d c s 0. This statement relaxes the superconsistency condition for
 .  .  w xD c , c g int M, which also guarantees the boundedness of F* c see 16
.and references therein .
4. ON FARKAS]MINKOWSKI SYSTEMS
w xThe seminal papers of Charnes, Cooper, and Kortanek 4, 5 on duality
theory in LSIP already emphasized the central role to be played by those
consistent systems such that any linear consequence relation is also a
consequence of a finite subsystem. Such systems were called
 .Farkas]Minkowski FM in brief . According to the Farkas Lemma, a
consistent system s is FM if and only if its characteristic cone, K, is
closed. The following characterization of the FM systems through their
w xduality behavior is due to Duffin, Jeroslow, and Karlovitz 9 . For the sake
of completeness, we include a very short proof of this result, which can be
seen as a counterpart, for consistent systems, of Corollary 3.1.
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THEOREM 4.1. A gi¨ en system s is FM if , and only if , there are two
  .  .4possible states for its corresponding dual pair P c , D c , when c ranges
in R n:
 .  .  .S3 P c has infinite ¨alue and D c is inconsistent;
 .S4a Both problems are consistent, they ha¨e the same ¨alue, and
 .D c is sol¨ able.
 .  .Proof. Assume that s is FM. According to Theorem 3.1 i, ii , since 3
 . n  .will hold, d c s 0 for all c g R . If c f M, S3 arises. Alternatively, if
 .  .c g M, we are in state S4a because of 2 .
Conversely, if s is a consistent non-FM system, then there exists a
a D .  .consequence relation of s , say a9x G b, such that f K. Since q a Fb
 .  .  .b F q a , we must be in state S4a so that D a will be solvable. If
 .l g L* a , then we obtain a contradictory conclusion:
aa ta s s l g N ; K .D t /  /  /q ab b . ttgT
The FM property is also relevant in order to guarantee the uniform
boundedness of the dual feasible and optimal sets. We shall come back to
this point after stating conditions for a given system s to be FM and
exploring the possible ways to construct an FM linear representation of
F / B when s is not FM.
w x.The typical sufficient condition for a system to be FM 6 involves a
Xncouple of concepts. A point x g R is a Slater-point for s if a x ) b fort t
all t g T. The system s is said to be compact if there exists a positive
at  . . 4function a : T ª R such that a t , t g T is compact. By straightfor-bt
wward application of a well-known property of convex cones 25, Corollary
x9.6.1 , s is FM if s is compact and it has at least one Slater-point. When
 .the last condition holds, P c is said to be superconsistent. The connections
w xbetween the FM and other classes of systems have been analyzed in 13 .
We have seen that the most suitable linear representations of a closed
convex set F, from the duality point of view, are the strongly inconsistent
systems, if F s B, and the FM systems, otherwise. Obviously, if s is
inconsistent, we obtain a strongly inconsistent system and, so, another
. Xrepresentation of F s B by adding the inequality 0 x G 1 to s . Forn
consistent systems, by the Farkas Lemma, it is also possible to obtain an
FM representation of F aggregating to s a certain family of consequence
 .relations of s . The next result particularly useful for countable systems
shows how to select the constraints to be added when dim F s n.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let s be a consistent linear system with full-dimensional
a y1 at t5 .5  . <solution set F, and let D be the set of accumulation points of b bt t
at . 4/ 0 , t g T . Then, the following system is an FM representation of F:b nq1t
aXa x G b , t g T ; a9x G b , g D . 4 .t t 5 /b
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that s does not
X  .contain the trivial inequality 0 x G 0. The system in 4 , s , also repre-n 1
sents F. Then, since s does not contain the trivial inequality, and its1
1 solution set F is full-dimensional, s has at least a Slater-point x take1
1 .x g int F .
 .Now consider the positive function a ? on T j D defined as follows:
a y1s . 5 .5  .a s s , if s g T , and a s s 1, if s g D. Sincebs
as
a s , s g T j D . 5 /bs
is compact, s is FM.1
An obvious consequence of Theorem 4.2 is that a linear representation
s of a full-dimensional set F is FM if, and only if, D ; K.
 .In order to obtain conditions for L* c to be uniformly bounded for all
n w xc g R , we need the following lemma 12, Theorem 2.2 :
 X 4 LEMMA 4.3. If a x G 0, t g T is FM or compact and 0 / cl a ,t n t
4t g T , then each of the following propositions are equi¨ alent to assert that
 .L c is uniformly bounded, for a certain c g M:
 . q  .  4i 0 L c s 0 ;T
 .ii M is a pointed cone;
 .  X 4iii a x G 0, t g T has at least a Slater-point.t
 .  .  .Notice that ii and iii do not depend on c, so that L c will be
uniformly bounded for all c g M if this is true for one element of M.
D .  .  .Let us denote by L c, m the upper level set of problem D c for the
D .   . <  . 4  .level m g R; that is, L c, m s l g L c c l G m . Obviously, L* c s
D D .. D .  D ..L c, q c . Moreover, if L c, m / B e.g., m - q c , then
q D T . <0 L c, m s l g R l a s 0 and c l G 0 , .  .q t t n 5
tgT
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 .which is independent of c and m. In particular, if D c has finite value,
atq D T . <0 L c, m s l g R l s 0 . . q t nq1 5 /bttgT
THEOREM 4.4. For a consistent compact system s , the following state-
ments are equi¨ alent to each other:
 . q D .  4 D .i 0 L c, m s 0 if L c, m / B;T
 .ii N is pointed and s does not contain the tri¨ ial inequality;
 .iii s has at least one Slater-point.
at . 4Moreo¨er, if , t g T is itself compact, then the following statementsbt
can be added to the list of equi¨ alent statements:
 .  .iv E¨ery le¨el set of D c is uniformly bounded for all c g M;
 .  .  .v L* c is uniformly bounded for a certain for e¨ery c such that
 .D c is sol¨ able.
at .   . .Proof. Let a ? be a real positive function on T such that a t ,bt
4t g T is compact. Let c g M arbitrarily chosen. Since we assume that s
D .is consistent, q c g R and the following LSIP problem can be defined:
P* c : Inf c9x q q D c x .  . nq1
s.t. a t aX x q a t b x G 0, t g T . .  .t t nq1
 .Obviously, the homogeneous constraints system of P* c is compact. We
will show that
a at t0 f cl a t , t g T s a t , t g T .  .nq1  5  5 /  /b bt t
 .   .  ..under i it trivially holds under ii or iii . Assume the contrary; that is,
at0 g a t , t g T . .nq1  5 /bt
a T .s .  4Let s g T such that s 0 . Then, take g g R such that supp g s sb nq1 qs
q D .and g s 1. It can be realized that g g 0 L c, m for any c g M and fors
D .  .every m - q c . Thus, i fails.
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 .Applying Lemma 4.3 to P* c , the following statements are equivalent:
atT .  4A l g R a t l s 0 s 0 . .  .q t nq1 T 5 /bttgT
T . at  . 4  4This means that l g R N  l s 0 s 0 , and this is abq t g T t nq1 Tt
 .reformulation of i .
atB N s cone a t , t g T is pointed. .  . 5 /bt
 . n XC There exist a g R and b g R such that a a q b b ) 0, for allt t
 .  .t g T. We shall prove that c is equivalent to iii . In fact, we shall
construct a Slater-point x 2 for s , from an arbitrary point x1 g F, as
follows:
If b s 0, take x 2 s x1 q a.
2 < <y1If b - 0, take x s b a.
If b ) 0, take x 2 s 2 x1 q by1a.
x .  .Conversely, if iii holds and x is a Slater-point for s , then is ay1
 .Slater-point for the constraints system of P* c .
 .  .  .Since i , ii , and iii imply that s does not contain the trivial inequal-
 .  .  .ity, we have shown the equivalence between i , ii , and iii .
at . 4Now assume that , t g T is compact and, likewise, its convex hullbt
also is compact.
D .Suppose that L c, m is uniformly unbounded for some m g R. Then
 r4  . 5 r 5there exists a sequence l ; L c such that lim l s q` and m F`r
 r . D .  4 rc l F q c , r s 1, 2, . . . . Let t ; T , with t g supp l , r s 1, 2, . . . ,r r
such that lim l s q`. Since the right-hand side sequence inr t r
a ctrl s , r s 1, 2, . . . , 5 . rt  /c l /  .bttgT
 r .y1  .is bounded, and lim  l s 0, we obtain, from 5 , thatr t g T t
y1 atr r0 s lim l l nq1 t t /  /br ttgT tgT
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or, equivalently, that
a at t0 g cl conv , t g T s conv , t g T ,nq1  5  5 /  /b bt t
 .  .  .  .and iii fails. Hence any of the conditions from i to iii implies iv .
 .  .  .  .Since iv trivially implies v , it remains to be proved that iv « ii .
 .  .Assume that L* c is nonempty and bounded and suppose that ii fails.
We shall obtain a contradiction in two possible cases:
a T .s .  4If s 0 , s g T , then l g R such that supp l s s and l s 1b nq1 q ss
 .is a recession direction for L* c .
a a .  .If there exists / 0 such that " g N, then we can writenq1b b
a a T . T .a at t .  .  .  .s  l and y s  g , with l g R and g g R .b bt g T t t g T t q qb bt t
 .Then l q g is a recession direction for L* c .
Notice that all the conditions in Theorem 4.4 imply the FM property
under the corresponding assumption on s . Related results under slightly
w x w  .xstronger hypothesis are 12, Theorem 4.2 and 20, Theorem 6.11 b .
Finally, let us remark that, since the condition
at0 f cl conv , t g Tnq1  5 /bt
w x is equivalent 18, Theorem 3.1 to the strong Slater condition that is, to the
Xexistence of a point x and a positive scalar « such that a x G b q « fort t
.all t g T , we have incidentally proved that this last condition implies the
 .uniform boundedness of the nonempty dual upper level sets of a general
 .LSIP problem without any continuity requirement . The following exam-
ple shows that the opposite statement does not hold, and this stronger
qualification is not compensating the lack of compactness.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the LSIP problem
P : Inf yx q x q x1 2 3
x xs.t. yx q tx q tx G 0, t g 0, 11 2 3
x xyx q s y 1 x y s y 1 x G s y 1, s g 1, 2 . .  .1 2 3
The reader should establish straightforwardly that the primal and dual
feasible sets are
F s x g R3 N x s 0, x q x G 0 and x y x G 1 41 2 3 2 3
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 4  4 Uand L s l* , with supp l* s 1 and l s 1. Thus, the optimal sets are1
 3 4  4F* s x g R N x s 0, x q x s 0 and L* s l* , with corresponding1 2 3
values q s 0 and q D s 0. Obviously, the strong Slater condition fails in
 .this case take x g F and let t tend to zero despite that the nonempty
dual level sets are reduced to a singleton.
5. FILLING THE DUALITY GAP
Finally, we consider the possibility of removing the occasional positive
n .  .duality gap between P c and D c , for a given c g R . More in detail, we
are interested in modifying at least one of the two problems in such a way
 .that the new couple has zero-duality gap for the given vector c . The
natural idea consists of enlarging at least one of the feasible sets, in
  .  .4P c , D c . Nevertheless, we will show that this approach actually pro-
vides more than expected: different parameterized couples of problems,
Ä Ä Ä D Ä  .  .4  .  .P c , D c , satisfying the weak duality theorem, q c F q c for all
c g R n, and such that only the following four states are possible:
Ä Ä .  .  .S1 P c and D c are both inconsistent;
Ä Ä .  .  .S2 P c is inconsistent and D c has infinite value;
Ä Ä .  .  .S3 P c has infinite value and D c is inconsistent;
 .S4 Both problems are consistent, they have the same value, and at
least one of them is solvable.
Ä Ä  .  .4A pair of parameterized problems associated to s , P c , D c , satisfy-
ing the above conditions is said to provide uniform duality. Such a pair of
 w x w x.programs is in perfect duality in the sense of Duffin 8 and Kortanek 24
for all possible c; that is, if one of the programs has finite value, then the
other problem has the same value.
  .  .4We have already seen that the usual pair P c , D c provides uniform
duality when s is either strongly inconsistent or FM recall Corollary 3.1
.and Theorem 4.1 . This is also true if s is a linear representation of some
nonempty bounded set because, then, M s R n and, so, the following
 .particular case of S4 holds for every c g M:
 .  .S4b Both problems are consistent, they have the same value, and P c
is solvable.
Next we define the kind of extended problems we shall deal with. For
Äthe primal problem, the feasible set will be a set, F, of asymptotic solutions
 .  4containing, for all x g F, a constant net x : d g D such that x s x ford d
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every d g D. Then any extended primal problem will have the form
Ä  4P c : Inf lim inf c9x . d d
Ä 4s.t. x : d g D g F .d
Ä XAnalogously, if T ; T and a x G b is a consequence of s for eacht t
Ä T . Ät g T _ T , extending each l g R with zeros for t g T _ T , we have an
ÄT . T .  .isomorphism between R and a linear subspace of R , so that L c can
Ä .be identified with a subset of the feasible set, say L c , of the extended dual
problem
Ä ÄD c : Sup l b .  t t
ÄtgT
ÄT .Ä Äs.t. l a s c, l g R . t t q
ÄtgT
Ä Ä .  .THEOREM 5.1. Let P c and D c be extended primal and dual problems,
Ä nassociated with s , such that either F contains all the sequences in R which
are asymptotic solutions to s , or the characteristic cone of s is closed, orÄ
Ä Ä  .  .4both. Then P c , D c pro¨ides uniform duality.
Ä D Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .Proof. Let us denote by q c and q c the values of D c and P c .
Ä Ä Ä 4  .If x : d g D g F and l g L c , thend
Ä Xlim inf c9x s lim inf l a xd d d t t d
ÄtgT
Ä X Ä 4G l lim inf a x G l b , t d t d t t
Ä ÄtgT tgT
so that
D Ä D Äq c F q c F q c F q c 6 .  .  .  .  .
for all c g R n.
If the characteristic cone of s is closed, then s is either stronglyÄ Ä
Ä  .  .4inconsistent or FM. In the first case, the possible states for P c , D c
 .  .are S1 and S2 , according to Corollary 3.1, and the same applies to
Ä Ä Ä  .  .4P c , D c because F s F s B. In the second case, the possible states
Ä  .  .4  .  .  .for P c , D c are S3 and S4a , by Theorem 4.1, and, from 6 , the
Ä Ä  .  .4same can be asserted for P c , D c .
Thus we can assume without loss of generality that s is not strongly
Ä Ä Ä  .  .4inconsistent, so that F / B. We shall show that P c , D c provides
 .  .uniform duality with S4b instead of S4 . Two cases are to be discussed.
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 .If D c is inconsistent, the same happens to every finite subproblem;
that is, given S ; T , the LP problem
Sup l b , s.t. l a s c, supp l ; S, t t t t
tgT tgT
is inconsistent and, so, its LP dual problem
Inf c9x , s.t. aX x G b for all t g St t
has value y`. This means that all the finite subsystems of
aX x G b , t g T ; yc 9x G k , k s 1, 2, . . . 4 .t t
 .are consistent, so that a polynomial solution p y will exist for this system.
  .4 nThen, it can be realized that the sequence p r , in R , is an asymptotic
D Ä D .  .  .solution to s and lim c9p r s y`. Since y` s q c F q c Fr
Ä Ä Ä .   .  .4  .q c F y`, P c , D c is in state S3 .
Ä Ä .   .  .4Alternatively, if D c is consistent, we shall prove that P c , D c is in
 .  .state S4b by means of the following discussion on the value of D c .
D Ä .  .  .If q c s q`, from 6 , we also have q c s q`, and this value will
Äbe attained by every element of F.
D .If q c is finite, then every finite subsystem of
aX x G b , t g T ; yc 9x G yq D c .  . 4t t
Ä .   .4is consistent and there exists a polynomial solution p y . Then, p r g F
Ä D .  .  .  .and q c s lim c9p r F q c . According to 6 , this is only possible ifr
Ä Ä D Ä Ä .  .  .   .  .4q c s lim c9p r s q c . Therefore, P c , D c is again in stater
 .S4b .
 .EXAMPLE 3.1 revisited . In order to avoid the positive duality gap
 .  4arising when c g bd M _ 0 , it is sufficient either to aggregate to s2
r yr r 2r two asymptotic solutions, as x s and y s , r s 1, 2, . . . , notice2 /  /r yr
r D .that lim c9x s y` s q c , if c ) 0 and c s 0 and, analogously,r 1 2
r D . . x wlim c9y s y` s q c , if c ) 0 and c s 0 , or to replace T s 0, 1 byr 2 1
Ä w xT s 0, 1 , because x G 0 and x G 0 are the inequalities associated with1 2
 .D _ T , taking D as in 4 .
Remark 5.1. The idea of removing the duality gap by enlarging the
w xprimal feasible sets can be traced out from Duffin 7 and Charnes and
w x Cooper 3 , whereas the idea of aggregating redundant constraints that is,
. w xdual variables was suggested by Kortanek 24 .
 .Remark 5.2. If we are interested in obtaining good bounds for P c or
 .even to approximate q c by means of some algorithm for the dual
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 w x.problem, as the simplex method see, for instance, 11 , the second
approach is preferable because it preserves the nature of the dual
program.
 .Remark 5.3. If F is full-dimensional, taking s as the system in 4 ,Ä
Ä Ä .with T s T j D, then D c is an extended dual problem whose character-
istic cone is closed, so that it provides uniform duality.
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